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There are few ways how to reach Hydra Island

  

  By Sea
  

Flying Dolphins and Catamarans from Piraeus port have daily trips to Hydra, a journey of
around 1 hour and 30 minutes.
HELLENIC SEAWAYS ?. 210 4199000HELLENIC SEAWAYS ?. 210 4199000, HYDREONIKI
TRAVEL T. 22980 54007 HYDREONIKI TRAVEL T. 22980 54007

  By Car
  

You can drive to Metoxi (mainland Peloponnese), leave your car at the parking bay and cross to
Hydra via Sea Taxi within 12 minutes.
www.hydralines.gr  M. 6947 325263

  Private Boat
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If you have your own yacht or sailing boat, you can dock either on the main port of Hydra or at
any of the small ports and gulfs of the island such as Mandraki, Kaminia, Molos, Palamidas,
Mpisti, Agios Nikolaos or even at nearby Dokos island.
Port Authority T. 22980 52279

  Moving around the island
  

The best way to move around the island is to walk. If You want, there is a possibility to rent a
donkey and there are many of them near the port. One ride cost about 10euro (per donkey) for
10 minutes.

  

The other way to see Hydra Island is to take a water taxi. They are a bit expensive but the will
take you to the beaches around the island. They have fix prices depending on the destination
and the number of people inside, if you want to take a private one you’ll pay more so relax and
wait for some more passengers.

  Some prices:
  

From Hydra to Kamini is about 10 euros
From Hydra to Vlihos or Mandraki is about 14 euros
From Hydra to Plakes Vlihou in about 16 euros
Hydra circle tour 150 in about euros
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